Optical near-fields of small dielectric particles are of particular importance and interests for nanoscale optical engineering such as field localization, fabrication, characterization, sensing and imaging. This paper represents a systematic investigation on the focusing characteristics (focal length, field enhancement, spot size) for a given refractive-index microsphere (n=1.6) with a varying size parameter . Conditions for super-resolution foci were analysised in details. Particularly strong super-resolution foci with spot size falling at least 50% below the diffraction limit were identified and possible new applications were suggested. To understand how the super-resolution conditions could be scaled to other refractive-index particles or background medium, principles of field-invariant parameters scaling (size, wavelength, and refractive index) were revealed and demonstrated with example cases. It offers the new freedom to choose particles and background medium to gain super-resolution at any frequency across the whole electromagnetic spectrum.
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Introduction:
The fields of nanophotonics and metamaterials have experienced an explosive growth in the past decade. Superlens [1], invisibility cloaking [2] and nanolasers [3] are possibly the best known examples. One general ingredient in these developments is the use of metals (e.g, gold, silver) that supports surface plasmon resonance [4] . The progress is currently limited by the intrinsic loss of metals. New strategies are constantly sought to tackle the loss issue. Examples include the use of gain medium to compensate the loss [5] , and the adaption of high-index puredielectrics materials in the design [6] . This paper studies light interaction with puredielectric micro-and nanospheres, aiming to fully understand its near-field focusing properties which are important to super-resolution applications including field localization, fabrication [7, 8] , characterization, sensing and imaging [9] .
More than a decade ago Lu and Luk'yanchuk et al. first demonstrated that enhanced optical near-fields of a 500-nm silica sphere can be used for subwavelength structuring of silicon surface [10] . Since, there has been a strong continuing interest on the technique and many progresses have been made. Theoretical studies related to the topic also grew rapidly, as reviewed in [11] . Not knowing the initial work by Lu and Luk'yanchuk, four years later Chen et al. coined a new term 'photonic nanojet' for dielectric particle super-resolution focusing at the shadow side of the particle [12] , which has since became popularly used in the field [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The reported super-resolution of the nanojet is on the scale of /2 [21] , where is light wavelength and n the refractive index of particle. In case of a particle with = 1.6, the resolution limit is about /3.2 ≈ 0.313 following the literature. In this paper, we extend our investigation scope to include the internal particle focusing which haven't been well explored. Super-resolution limit as small as of /5.6 has been observed for some size parameter particles with = 1.6. Such highly localized internal particle focusing is important for many non-linear optical applications such as high-order harmonic generation in optical materials. Another motivation of the present work is to look at how the parameters such as particle size, refractive index and background medium could be systematically scaled according to the practical conditions while attaining the near-fields invariant for super-resolution applications. This work offers the experimentalists new freedom to choose particles and background medium to gain super-resolution at any frequency across the whole electromagnetic spectrum. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the simulation methodology. Section 3 presents key results on super-resolution focusing characteristics including focal length, field enhancement and spot size analysis. Section 4 describes the principles of field-invariant scaling of Mie parameters. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Simulation Methodology:
The near-fields of a small sphere can be exactly calculated with classical Mie theory [22] . In case of non-magnetic particles, there are four general input parameters: incident wavelength of light ( ) ; medium refractive index ( ); particle radius ( ) and particle refractive index ( ). These parameters can be reduced to two independent size parameters ( p q , m q ), defined as: 
The near-field profiles are fundamentally determined by the scattering wave coefficients ( a ℓ , b ℓ ) and internal wave coefficients ( c ℓ , d ℓ ). For the convenience of parameter scaling discussion in following Section 4, both coefficients are represented here:
As will be shown below in section 4, ( p q , m q ) parameters can be equivalently expressed using ( 0 q , p n ) parameters, so that there is a freedom to chose using either
In this study, we will assign Mie parameter using ( 0 q , p n ). For completed Mie formulas please refer to [23] . The simulation program was coded in FORTRAN, which is available under request.
To simplify the calculation, following assumptions were made for the superresolution focusing study in Section 3: p n =1.6 (fixed), m n =1.0 (fixed), size parameter ) with step resolution of 0.1. To find the particle focus, we calculate the |E| 2 values along a line across the particle centre from -5a to 5a following the incident direction. Five thousand points were sampled in the calculation window, thus the result resolution is 500 points per particle radius. The focus size was measured as FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum).
To compare our results with the diffraction limit, we can re-format the Rayleigh formula as the function of size parameter 0 q , by
The diffraction limit curve following Eq. (9) can then be plotted on the same figure with our program outputs for a direct comparison of the calculated focus size with Rayleigh limit. Figure 1(a) shows the dependence of particle focus position of the |E| 2 field on varying size parameters. The position value was normalized with respect to the particle radius, which means that for position =1 the focus is at the bottom of particle 
shows an increasing tendency, but with highly oscillating values between 0.8 and 1.15. These oscillations are a typical result of the optical resonance within the spherical cavities. Such problem was discussed in Ref. [3] . For some size parameters, the focal length can be negative-valued which suggests focusing near the top side of particle (see inset) instead of the usual bottom side. It appears to be an indication of extraordinary sharp focusing as shown below. Figure 1(b) shows the corresponding focus enhancement factor as a function of size parameter. Similar to Fig. 1(a) , the focus enhancement curve also manifests a general increasing tendency but with strong oscillations. Again, this is due to the high sensitivity of optical resonance inside the spherical cavities on the size parameter. It is surprising to see the giant field enhancements. Figure 1(b) inset shows the ten size parameters that produce field enhancement larger than 1k. Three of them, 0 20,52.8, 62.52 q = , in fact produces enhancement larger than 10k-this is a surprising result in terms of its strength for dielectric particle focusing which would be of particular interests for those working in the field of nonlinear optics. . In both cases, highly focused, nearly -symmetric foci are seen on both top and bottom sides of the particle. It is noted that the near fields at out-offocus regions are weak and almost negligible as compared to the peak focus. Similar simulations were also performed for the other size parameters producing giant focus enhancement and confirmed its general similarity. The underlying physics for these foci relates to the singularities associated with internal wave coefficients ( c ℓ , d ℓ ) in Eqs. (6) and (7), and is still under investigation. From Figs. 3 and 4 , one can see that the focus FWHM along y-direction (incident field polarized at x-direction) is always smaller than or very close to that along xdirection, meaning an elliptical spot profile. Meanwhile, the FWHM in y-direction is also generally smaller (i.e., y-direction super-resolution) than or close to the Rayleigh diffraction limit, and FWHM in x-direction manifests oscillating characteristics around the Rayleigh limit values. These findings indicate that the polarization property of the incident beam plays some role on the focus size of the electric field: the focus is prolonged at the polarization direction and shortened at cross direction.
A real super-resolution spot requires both values for FWHM in x and y directions below the Rayleigh limit curve (black curve in Fig.3 ). To find these superresolutions spots, a new figure derived from Fig. 3 results was presented in Fig. 5 . It shows the values of FWHM along x-direction, namely FWHM(x), minus Rayleigh limit and FHWM along y-direction, namely FWHM(y), minus Rayleigh limit. Negative values represent super-resolution in that direction. Real super-resolutions spots are seen for those size parameters that give both negative value in x and y direction. A lot of these super-resolution cases can be seen in Fig.5 . Within them, we have indentified 22 'extreme' super-resolution spots whose average spot size are at least 50% smaller than the diffraction limit, as shown in Fig. 6 and tabulated in Table 1 . The best super-resolution is seen for q=62.52, whose spot size in y-direction is 70.64% below the diffraction limit, corresponding to a record resolution of 0.179 ≈ /5.6. Due to an elliptical shape nature of the focus, the resolution in xdirection is slightly bigger, but still below the diffraction limit by 47.8%. The averaged spot size for this case, calculated as square root of FWHM(x) * FWHM(y), is about 0.256 ≈ /3.9. 
Principles of field-invariant Mie parameter scaling
Once the super-resolution conditions were identified, it is natural to consider its scalability in different environments. For example, if the particle radius was halved, how the other Mie theory input parameters (light wavelength, background medium) should be scaled such that the final super-resolution foci remain unchanged. Such consideration is particularly important for experimental design and parameters selection for super-resolution applications. From Mie formulas, the following principles for field-invariant parameter scaling were derived:
1. |E| 2 field of a particle in a medium is same to that of a half-sized particle ( / 2 a ) with doubled refractive index of particle ( 2 p n ) and medium ( 2 m n ), under a same wavelength ( λ ) light.
2. |E| 2 field of a particle in a medium is same to that of a same-sized particle ( a ) with doubled refractive index of particle ( 2 p n ) and medium ( 2 m n ), under a doubled wavelength ( 2λ ) light.
In Table 2 , such an example parameter scaling was given. The results shown in Fig. 7 confirms that the |E| 2 near-field profiles are exactly the same for parameter set 1 and set 2 as in Table 2 .
The above scaling are drawn based on the parameter sets listed in Table 2 , with a scaling factor of 2. This scaling factor, in fact, can be simply extended to any positive number which follows Mie theory formula. Table 3 presents several scaling combinations that will produce same field profiles. Table 2 . Fields are exactly same for three cases. From Table 3 , one can see that, in cases B and C, the refractive index of particle has same the scaling factor as the refractive index of medium. In other words, to obtain same field focusing effect, the particle refractive index and medium refractive index must be scaled up or down simultaneously. As a result, we can neglect the effect of medium as it can be compensated by a particle with different refractive index. , we can see that independent input parameters can also be represented by ( 0 , p q n ), as mentioned above.
Conclusions:
Super-resolution and near-field scaling of a dielectric particle focusing were systematically investigated. It was shown that optical resonances inside microspheres would lead to highly oscillating features of the field focus enhancement and focus position as particle size changes. The super-resolution was observed for particular sets of size parameters and often manifests an elliptical focus shape. Extreme sharp super-resolution foci with resolution of λ/5.6 has been seen for an n=1.6 particle in air. Principles of field-invariant scaling of the Mie parameters were also derived which is important for experimental scaling of the superresolution designs. 
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